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i. Introduction

yield surveys a-.field is sample-harvested by locating a plot of definite;
dimensions in a random manner within the field. The rhethod used
for locating a plot randoinly is to locate the corner of the plot in the
field by selecting its co-ordinates from a table of random numbers and
then to mark the plot of given dimensions in the positive directions,
with the chosen point as its corner. This method of random selection of
a plot suffers from a serious drawback in that it does not" give an equal
chance of selection-to the different portions of the field, and a portion
nearer the borders of the field-has-less chance, of-beingi included in the
harvested plot than a corresponding portion |n the |central part of
the field. This point was noted by Mahalanobis (1944, 1946), who
referred to this |as::an :argument against the u|se of (arge size plots.
Thus the usual ittethod^of selection of plots gives a biased sample and
consequently the yield estimate may be biased if portions nearer the

border have different yield-^ef-unit-area -than-th^corresponding portion
in the central region, i^e., if there is aborder ep"ect in! the yield. The
bias, if any, woiild depend on the relative shapes and ?izes of the field
and the plot and on "the" Fordef "effect"in~"the yield. -

A procedure for^rnaking. a stridtly random selection in this case
is to divide the whole,field into the;p|ots of given dimensions and then
to draw one but of thelri randomly.- 'But this is not praeti'caU'y feasible
because it is; not usually rpossible to divide, the field into portions of
given size. Mahalanobis (1946) has suggested the use of small plot
size to reduce the hias j.but tq be effectivethe plot has to; be, very small
which would, however, increase the; vari|nce and^or cpst of surye;j?>
Choosing a number of yery. small plots may be considered as^- an
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alternative procedure, but here again we come across another kind of
bias noticed by Panse (1946) and Sukhatme (1946) for small size plots.

We shall-consider here the probabilities of the different portions
of the field to be included in the. harvested ,plot and the averages of the
probabilities over specified regions of the field, i.e., the corners, sides
and the central part. For a suitable definition of these regions the
average probabilities have been shown to have definite proportions.
Also, a new Method of selection of ,the plot is described which will
approximately equalise these average probabilities, so that bias is
likely to be small, even when there is a border effect in the yields.

2. Probabilities of Inclusion in Various Regions of the Field

Consider a rectangular field of dimensions X Nb (units
of length) from which a plot of dimensions x Pb is to be sample-
harvested randomly. We shall suppose iV^ > IPi, and Nb > 2Pb,
i.e., the field is relatively large compared to the plot. The field is now
divided into portions as indicated in the diagram. There are four
.corner: regions, four side .regions and one central region represented
by the symbols i?, S and Q respectively; Q represents the central
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region of dimensions .{Ni, - 2P^) X (Nb —2Pb), R represents the
.corner , regions pf dimensions Pj, X Pb and S represents the side
regions of (AT^,- 2Pi) X Pb and (Nb—IPb) X Pp dimensions.

Since the corner regions have the same, dimensions as those of
the plot, according to the usual method of locating the. plot by

"locating its left-hand upper corner (say), we chose random, numbers
tfetween 0 and (iVt —PJ and b and (iVsPb) in the recta^^gle
wttf corners (A, H). Thus it is approximately the same as consider-
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ing the co-ordinates (x, v) of the corner of the,, plot to be;.chosen
with an uniform distribution in the rectangle (A, H). If (I., rj) is any
point in the corner region (A, £), then it is included in the plot if
only 0<x^^, 0<y^r) so that the probability that the point
(^, ij) is included in the plot is ; , i

Nr.-Pi.' Nb-Pb"- •
It may be.seen that it, is the same for other corners also, when instead
of i and ^j we conSder distances from the liearest edges of the field.

If the point ($, rj) is in the central portion then it is included
in the plot if . .

^ — Pt< ^ and • rj — Pb < y ^rj. • • : .

Thus'the probability that a point in the.central region Q is included
in a plot, is

Pl Pb ; •. •
N1.-P1. Nb-Pb': . , . ,. • . . .

- Similarly the probability that a point in. the sides is included in
the plot is • '' ' i c . .

' Pl V

and

iVi - Pl' Nb- Pb

g Pb
Ni. - Pl ' Nb - Pb

. if it is along the length of the field

if ,it is along the breadth of the field.

; , The-probability .of inclusion, for. a.point in ^he central region, is
thus', constantwhile the probability decreases as. the edge is,approa.ched
in the corner and side, regions andjt becomes,:zerp on t|e edge.itself.
A comparison of these probabilities may be made, by -a.yer;aging , .the
proijabilities over the various, regionsj r.e., corners, sides and.the central
parts. These averages, of course, are not probabilities but only used
for the purpose of-comparisoni The average probability fpr the
corner regions is given, by. - ' ,

J'l Pb

ssPlXPb^\
0

Nt^ PL^ ^b- Pb

PbPl
4iNi. -Pi) ' {NB -PBy

d^dr,
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• Similarly the average probability of the side regions is

Pl a

Thus, when the regions are defined as before by considering the plot
size, the average probabilities of the central, side and comer regions
are in the definite proportion of 1:-^:^.

3. Probabilities with Defined Border ^gions

We thus firid that the probability of a point in the border.being
included in a plot is less than the corresponding probability of the
central region. If there is no definite pattern in the yield per unit
area in different parts of the field, i.e., the field can be. regarded as a
random one, then such varying probabilities of selection would not
give rise to a biased estimate of yield. It is likely, however,,that near
the border the yield per unit area may be different from the central
part of the field, because the border regions are more exposed to wind
and other factors of weather than the central regions; while iii irrigated
fields the border regions may be more effectively irrigated.. The
competition from neighbouring plants may also be less for the border
regions. Thus yield per unit area in the border region may be signi
ficantly different from the central region. A proper definition of the
border region can therefore be made according to the distance from
the borders upto which such factors operate.. Suppose the above
operational definition of the border region gives strips of breadth b
along the length of the field and strips of.breadth d along the breadth
of the field then we consider corner regions of dimensions a X b
instead of x Pa and -central region of; dimensions (Ni.— 2a)
X (jVb —26). The average probabilities in aUregions for the points
being included in the plot are calculated below. The .estimate of the
yield from the field may be adjusted, if possible, for such ,unequal
probability of selection of different points in different regions..

Assume 2a >.Pi,. and iVg —26 > Pg. Then the follow^l
ing are the probabilities that any point (§, rj) in the field is included
in the randomly chosen plot

_Pl V., ,,^^3 •
Nr. - Pi Nb- P b
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Pb

Ni.tPL Nb-Pb

Pl Pb

lU^Pu V>Pb, -

ri>PBr^
Nl-Pl Ns-'Pb

I. Average probability for points in corner region.being included in plot

db

, ^(Nl-Pl>{Nb-Pb^

bPr.^

if b^Ps

bPi.(a-Pr,^
-^ +4a{N^-PrMNs - PB) 2a (N^P^) (N^PgY '

ira>P^, b^Ps.

Pl'Pb' . PL.(a-Pr^PB'+Pz'PB(.b-Ps^ , _ .
—J— + 9 + Pl {a-Pj} Pb{b-P^^

abiNi^- P^UNB- Pb\ ~7~

' • \f a >Pj^, b > Pb.

Average probability in side region (along the length) C .,
V UP^-a^ •PLiN:.~2P^^b-\ - 1

Ni,-2al 9 . J (Nl - PlXNb ~ Pb)

iffl^Pi, b^Ps

if > P^r , b^Pg

PL(NL-2a)

Pl (Nl - 2a) b
UNj^-Pl^ 2{Nb-PbM

PL(^L-2a) Pb^

Nl— 2a

(Nt -2a)bl (Nr. - P^) 2(Nb-Pb) +Ia^^IT V'

^ (^b- -Pb°)J ^> ^b- •
Average probability in the side region .(along the breadth)

1 Ps^-b^
a{Nb - 2b)l{NL - Pl) 2(Nb- Pb) 2(AT^-A)

Pb(Nb-2Pb)-
X

(Nb-Pb)
if a < Pt. b ^ Pb.

1 Pl' Pb - b^_ ^ P^ (a ~ p^^JL ^2
(Nb - 2b)IN^ - P^ • 2(iVfi- •Pb) I^P^- [JV^^B

PL (a - PJ Pb {Nb - 2Pb) , P^^ " p^ (N^ - 2^^)!
+

^L —Pl Nb —Pb ' 2{Ni, —PJ (Nb —P^)

• if a '>P^, b^PB•J.
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a{Nb -2b) 12 (Nr. - Pi) • Ns - Pb ^ (Nr. - 'P^

X

+

PB{Ns-2b)

(Nb - Pb)

A verage probability in' central region

\^d>PL, b>PB.'

1

Pr.PB(Nr.~2Pr.)(Ns-2PBy

(Nr.-Pr.)(NB^PB)

1. '-[PL(Nr.-^2a)' Ps'-b^

p^^z^-,PiAn^-z2IA
(Nr. - 2a) (Nb -2b) I(Nr. - Pr}, ' (Nb - Pb) ^ (Nr. - Pi^

PB^-b^ ; .p^(Nb-^2pa ;
NB'-Ps'^XNr.-Pr.) ' (Nb-Pb) ' ' '

i^.a^Pr., b^PB-

(N„ -.2(1) (Nb - 2b) L (N1.- P1.) • (Nb-Pb)

if a > Pr., b ^ PbPr.PB(Ni^2a)(NB-2P^^
(Nr. - Pr.l(NB - Pb) . J

1 rPi-PB (Nr. - 2a) (Nb - 2by
. (Nr.-2a)(NB~2b)l (Nr. - Pr.) (Nb - Pb) J

. ' if a > Pl, b> Pb

4. Method for Equalizing Probabilities

We shali now consider a new method of selection of the plot
which will considerably reduce the difference between the probabilities
of inclusion of different points into the plot. This method also will
make average probabilities .foi" the points of the inclusion in a: plot ;
nearly equal in different regions, where the border regions are defined
by b = Ps,In this method ,we consider different.probabilities
of choosing the point (:v, y) which is the left-hand upper corner of the
plot depending on where the point (a:, .v) is located, in the ..field as given
below. i

iLet

'Ni.>4Pr. .and • Nb^P>4Pb.,,

Put-

Prob. (0 Kx < Pr.) = aPt • d.
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where a and are constants to be determined. ' •

Prob. (Pt < X< Nl - 2Pt) = (Nr.-iPi.)d
Prob. (Nl - 2Pt < ^ - Pl^ = a.p^.(l.

We now impose the condition that

Prob. (0 < X< iVt- Pi) = 1,,

i.e.,

2aPt,. d+(Ni,-3P:,)d=V;

i.e., ... . . . ... - . . _ ...

d= ^Ni,± Pl (2a-3)' •

Similarly

Prob.(0 < y < Pb) = J3Pb • d'',

where J3 and d' are constants to be determined.

Prob. (Pfl < V< iVs - 2Pb) = (Nb - 3Pb) d'

Prob. (Nb -^Pb < V< Nb - Pb) =^^<PB d'^:

From the condition ,

Prob. (0<j;< JVfl-PB) = l

we get

2j3Pb. ^f' + (iVB-3PB)^/' = l.,

1
d' =

Nb + Pb (2J3 - 3) '

Thus the probability for any point (^, ly) in the corner region to
be included in the plot is

gg .
iVL + PLi^a - 3) • Nb + Pb (20- 3)

0<^<Pt, 0<7,<Pb.

Average probability that a point in:the corner.region is included
in the plot is ' • ' ^

a^PiPfl • . • f '
. 4 [Ni. + P£.(2a - 3)] [Nb + PB (2i3 - 3)]'
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Probability in side region (along the length) for a point .ij)" to
be included in the pIot_ ^ . , ,., ..

, g (2Fi. - O Pn + - Pl) • , -
--3)] -f Pb (2S-3)]

when Pi < I < 2Pi,, 0 < rj < Pg

^ Pl.^V "
[Nr. + Pl (2a - 3)] [A^s + P^ (20 - 3)] •-

when 2P^ < ^ Nj. ^ 2?^, 0. ^ < Pg, etc.

Average probability for side region (along the length)

^ [A^ + P^rg-j)]
^ 2 + Pi (2g - 3)] [Ns + Pb (28 - 3)] [N^ - 2PJ •

Similarly average probability for side region (along the breadth)

PlPb ' [A^b + PbC^-3)]
2 [ATi ^ Pi.(2q - 3)] [A^b +- Pb{2P - 3)] [N^ - 2P^] '

Probability of inclusion of a point $r n. ih central region

_ g '''Pl-^'^ P (2Pi-^)+g (2Pl-^) (y-PB^Hj-Pi) .g(2PB-^)+(^-Pi) (v-P^)
[Nl + P^ (7o. - 3)1JA^b Pb,(2.8:- 3)J

ifPi<^<2Pi, Ps^v<2f\

Pl!": (2Pb -v) + PiJv -jf 2>/-< f ^

Pb.<.V<2Ps

if Pjr < "^<2/-^,

2Pfl < Ns - 2Pb

[A^i +. Pr. {2a - 3)f[;Vb +Pb (2fl - 3)] <:^z. "l^Po
2/'a.<,, < ArB-2PB, etc.

Average probability for the central region is thus .

PlPb [A^i. + Pz. ("a - 3)] [N^ + Pb(p - 3)]
[Nj, + Pi (2g - 3)]'[A^b + •PB{2p -m:iNr.—2Pi^ (Nb-2P^ "

[A^L + Pi(2a - 3)] [A^b + Pb(2« - 3)]

g(2Pi- OPb + (^-Pl)Pb
[N^+PL{2a -3)1 [A^b+Pb(2.8- 3)]

PlPb
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When, :a'rn;.>]

2(JV^-3PJ , ^_2(Nb-3P^>)
NL-4Pr. ' • N^-AP^

the average probabilities of the side and corner regions are found to
be equal. With these Values of a'and ^3, the average probability in
central region also comes out to be equal to that in corner or border
regions.

If iVi and Nn are large in comparison with and P^ respect
ively, then, a 2 and 8 .~ 2 approximately.

Thus to give the approximately same average probability for
different regions for inclusion in the plot, the above calculations show
that probability for points from 0 to P^ and from —2Pi to —Pl
should be twice as the probability for points from to —2Pj, to be
chosen for ;c-co-ordinates of the corner point of the plot. Similarly
probability for points from 0 to P^ and from —'^Pb to Nb —Pb
should be twice as the probability for points from P^ to 'Ng —IP^
to be chosen for j-co-ordinates of the corner point of the plot.

5. Practical Method of Seiection

The practical method for chooSng :tlie different points with different
probabilities as givenabove is as follows. ,Suppose = lOO, Pj^ == 10.
The x-co-ordinates of the cornet point of the plot will take any value
from 0 to 90. Then the numbers between 0 to 9 and 81 to 90 (both
inclusive) should have double probability than the numbers between
10 and 80, From all numbers (0 to 110), if we get the number 0 or 1
randomly it will fixx=0 of the corner bf plot. If random number
comes out to be 2 or 3, it will fix x = 1 aid so on up to x—9 when
random number is 18 or 19. After that the random numbers from
20 to 90 will fix X = 10 to 80 respectively. Again ,random number
91 or 92 will fix x = 81; 93 or 94 will fix x = 82 and so on lip to
X = 90 When'random number is 109 or llO, /.e., —

Random numbers {x = )

(0,1) 0

(2,3) ; 1

(4,5) .2

(18, 19) 9

(20) 10
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Random numbers ( = »:)

(21)'.....-..:-

(90) 8Q . , ; .

(91,92) 81 •

(93,94)' ............. 82 • " •; •-

(109,110) .90

Similarly j-co-ordinate of the corner point of the plot; can be
determined.

•'. 6. Summary • -

The problem of over and under-sampling of various iregions of
the field as a result of the process of random location of the iplot followed
in yield surveys of crops is dealt in this paper. The average, proba
bilitiesfor points in different regionsbeing includedin the plot have been
calculated. Comparison of these average probabilities shows the over-
sampling of central region. To remove this bias in sampling a new
method of choice ,of random plot in a field is suggested.
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